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Surgical Sponges

Risks
RSI occurs 39
in the US

times per week

39

RSI occurs once per 1500 abdominal surgeries
(1/P 5500 procedures)

Miscounts

88% of RSI events were
reported as correct count
68% of RSI were Sponges

88%

68%

Cost

Count discrepancy occurs
1 in every 8 cases

62$ per OR minute (avg)

13

Miscount occurs 1 in every

65 procedures

min

62$

Intraoperative X-Ray: $286-$705

27
min

(+failure to locate rate 33%)
Avg indemnity above $600K

2/3 of same day cancelations due to delays

The ORLocate Sponge® Solution provides hospitals with an RFID enabled intraoperative adjunct counting solution
and provides the best technology in the market for Retained Surgical Item (“RSI”) prevention.
The ORLocate Sponge® Solution is equipped with a medical grade wireless tablet, a small form factor ReaderBox that generates an autonomous dedicated wireless network and at least one or
more of Haldor’s proprietary RFID devices such as the HoveRead® and\or the Locator.
Utilizing the pioneering HoveRead®, a Circulating Nurse can count in seconds
soiled sponges in the surgical arena as well as the un-used ones to provide 100%
assurance that no sponges are left behind. The system can also be used to reconcile
consumables and untagged items.
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Equipped with the Locator, ORLocate Sponge® identifies missing sponges misplaced
in the laundry and trash bins or in a patient cavity and thus replaces expensive and
harmful X-Ray. For more information see a video.
The system is installed on a Roll-Stand and it can be integrated with the ORLocate
View® server for unparalleled reporting and analytic capabilities, tailored to
each client’s needs. it requires minimal training and the hardware and devices
are configurable per the selected use-cases. The modularity by design supports
selecting the RSI module or the Counting module or both. ORLocate Sponge® can
be expanded to track surgical instruments using Haldor’s proprietary tag and thus
provide every hospital with a solution tailored to its budget and growth strategy.
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ORLocate Sponge® Solution

Key Features & Benefits:
Rduce time spent on manual counting and
searching of sponges

Improve intraoperative operational
efficiency

Eliminate Retained Surgical Sponges risks and
liability costs

Prevent usage of impaired sponge packs
Reduce the need for harmful and costly X-Ray

Provide effortless RFID enabled adjunct counting
capability

Full Regulatory compliance & UDI ready

About Haldor
Haldor Advanced Technologies (“Haldor”) is a privately held company that specializes in RFID
enabled solutions for the healthcare industry. Haldor operates directly in North America through
wholly owned US and Canadian subsidiaries. A multi-disciplinary team operates from a research
& development and manufacturing facility located at Hod-Hasharon, Israel.
ORLocate® is the first commercially available comprehensive RFID enabled surgical item visibility
platform. It leverages RFID technology to manage and analyze surgical instruments on an individual
basis, before, during and post-surgical procedure. Our system enables hospitals to significantly
reduce costs associated with surgical instrument shrinkage, both in the Perioperative continuum
and within the Sterile Processing Department.
ORLocate® increases staff productivity, eliminates manual counting procedures, and improves
infection control and patient safety. The system can dramatically reduce RSI risks and thus provide
significant cost savings.
The ORLocate® solution is highly modular and is easily adapted to support various use cases and
surgical items workflows.
Haldor’s technology is patent pending in the US, the EU, Japan, Israel and Singapore.
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The ORLocate ® solution is empowered by Haldor’s proprietary tags and devices, all of
which were exclusively designed to track & trace RFID tagged surgical items with superior
performance and unique capabilities. Haldor is ISO 13485 Certified and a GS1 industry partner.
The ORLocate ® system is FDA 510(k) cleared, CE certified, TGA approved and UDI ready.
For more information visit our site: www.haldor-tech.com
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